
2024/25 Raceboard Sails Range
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts. 

Raceboardblade 2024/25 
Pure Raceboard Competition
Loftsails dominates the international Raceboard class with the invaluable input and expertise of top-flight competitors such as Joao Rodrigues, Patrik 
Pollak, and Curro Manchon. Their collaboration with Monty Spindler, Loftsails’ chief sail designer, ensures continuous development and improvement 
of their Raceboard designs.
With a team considered the strongest in the Raceboard class, they closely collaborate to refine and optimize Loftsails’ Raceboard sails.
The ULW sail is an evolution of the highly successful LW design, enhanced to excel in light wind conditions. Stability is achieved through a 5-batten 
(3-cam) frame, while the profile has been meticulously fine-tuned to enhance performance both upwind and downwind. Additionally, the ULW boasts 
improved pumping response.
When the wind picks up, the HW 9.5 sail truly shines. Taking inspiration from the light and durable LW variant, the panel layout has been optimized 
and the profile finely tuned for a 7-batten (3-cam) frame. The result is a sail that delivers impressive speed and stability in winds exceeding 16 knots.
The Raceboardblade 9.5, a 6-batten (3-cam) sail, offers tactical flexibility on the racecourse. Positioned between the ULW and HW sails, it is 
specifically designed for the middle wind range, providing optimal performance and versatility.
All these designs showcase exceptional trim sensitivity within their respective intended wind ranges, ensuring maximum performance and 
responsiveness.

„I‘ve never had such an impressive range of sails from the same brand as a sailor! 
All of them complement each other perfectly. It feels great on the water and makes me comfortable, knowing 
I‘m well-equipped
RBB ULW gives you the booster you need in light and medium winds! RBB is just delightful to sail in winds 
from 8 to 20 knots, and the RBB HW is a blast in 20 knots and can still take me to speeds of 30+ knots!“

Curro Manchon  
Tester & Team Rider

Size (m2) Luff (cm) Boom (cm) Extension (cm) Top Battens Masts Weight (kg)

7.5 ULW 490 224 0 Fixed 5 Team Edition SDM 490 tbc
8.5 ULW 420 236 0 Fixed 5 Team Edition SDM 520 tbc
9.5 ULW tbc tbc tbc Fixed tbc tbc tbc
9.5 554 246 24 Fixed 6 Team Edition SDM 530 4.88
9.5 HW 538 242 14/18 Fixed 7 Team Edition SDM 520 5.38

Sail Specifications


